SAP Concur Solutions

Expenselt
Create, Itemize, and Categorize Expenses Effortlessly.
Submit receipts anytime, anywhere

With ExpenseIt®, travelers no longer have to wait until they get back to their computers to start their expense report—they can simply take photos of receipts as they spend, and ExpenseIt takes care of the rest using artificial intelligence (AI) including optical character recognition (OCR) and machine learning (ML) to turn receipts into expense entries automatically.

You’ll see a reduction in missing receipts, gain greater insights and control over spend, and improve employee satisfaction and productivity.

As easy as 1, 2, 3…

Take a photo of your receipt

ExpenseIt analyzes and itemizes the data

And voilà, your expense entry is ready in Concur® Expense

52% Reduced number of errors in reporting expenses1

43% Reduced number of lost receipts1

>85% Of SAP® Concur® customers have ExpenseIt2. It’s a must-have!

---

2 Internal SAP Concur data, 2022.
Simplify expense reporting with ExpenseIt

**DIGITIZE RECEIPTS ON-THE-GO**
Employees no longer have to wait until they’re back to their computers to start expense reports—or risk losing paper receipts. They can submit receipts as soon as they’re received.

**AI POWER UNLEASHED**
ExpenseIt uses OCR, ML, user history, and other techniques to read and identify data, including the amount, date, location, vendor, and expense type. It automatically categorizes and itemizes expenses for you—even complex hotel bills.

**MOBILE EXPERIENCE**
Employees can easily use ExpenseIt within the SAP® Concur® mobile app, available on iOS and Android mobile devices.

**STREAMLINED EXPERIENCE**
Expense entries are automatically populated and matched with receipts and credit card charges. You can avoid errors and free up your employee’s time for value-added activities.

**NEAR REAL-TIME EXPERIENCE**
You can view spend as it happens—before the month’s end, helping you to stay on top of accruals and manage your monthly budget more effectively.

**STRENGTHEN CONTROL**
Now you can look into your travel and expense spend at any moment. You can spot out-of-policy spend faster, get a tighter rein on compliance, and better control your costs.

**GLOBAL SUPPORT**
ExpenseIt can recognize and process receipts in many languages and gets better every day through machine learning.

**SMART PREDICTIONS**
Through ML, ExpenseIt makes smart payment type and expense type predictions, saving your employees time on expense entry. For example, it can predict the payment type, classifying the receipt as a card or cash charge. It can even detect if the card used is a corporate card using the last four digits found on your receipt.

“I love the ExpenseIt feature, it makes it so easy to record receipts and data in a snap. It’s also great at converting data from a receipt/multiple receipts, to one concise report with no errors”
- SAP Concur User
ABOUT SAP CONCUR
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